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Matter ‘enclosed in heavy brackets I] appears in the 
original patent but ‘forms'no partof this reissue'speci? 
cation; matter ‘printed initali‘cs indicates ‘the additions 
"made "by ‘reissue. 

This invention relates to an ‘apparatus and a method 
‘for controlling the ratio of ‘gas pressure. 7Moreparticu 
larly, ‘it ‘relates to apparatus and method ‘for controlling 
‘the ratio of two gas pressures in a'process, or in an engine 
such as a jet engine. 

It is frequently desirable in a process, or‘in the opera 
tioniof an engine such as a'jet engine, to-exercise a con 
trol over two critical pressures and to maintain ‘these 
‘pressures in ‘a predetermined ratio. 'This can ‘be ac 
complished by means of a ?exible diaphragm, by ex 
posing a part of- one side of ‘the diaphragm to ‘a vacuum 
and ‘applying the ‘pressures whic'hit is desired tocontrol ‘to 
rithe unequal Fareas o‘n-opposite sides of the ‘diaphragm. 
Mathematically stated, it “P1 and TF2 are the pressures 
‘which it is desired ‘to regulate, ‘and if ‘the diaphragm 
areas to which these pressures are applied are :81, and S2, 
respectively, then the net force acting upon the dia 
phragm is nil if the pressures are such that the Equation 1 
\[or its- equivalent (l,)] is satis?ed. 

Iris-apparent that, by appropriately.selecting the values 
of ‘S1 and S2, and by connecting ‘the diaphragm with a 
valve or other ‘means of cont-rolling one :or the other 
of the pressures, it is possible to ‘provide continuous, 
automatic control of the pressures, "so ‘as ‘to maintain 
iPn/Pq at ya selected value. 

Such means, however, is difficult to adjust to satisfy 
Thus, it itisdesired to 

di?erent value, .it is neces 
sary to vary the value of S2 or S1. .Mechanical means 
of accomplishing this areposs'bl'e, but are awkward ‘and 
di?icult to manipul-ateqand not‘too accurate in theirper 

--tormance. 
It ‘is an object of the v‘present invention to provide 

{pressure control-method and apparatus. 
Ilt a further object of the invention :to provide a 

device and -.a vmethod of ‘controlling ‘the ratio ‘of ‘two gas 
stated in-other words, to .multiply a given 
such vdevice being readily adjustable by 

pnuematic means to vary the pressure ratio without 
resort v(to:mechanical-rneans tor-varying Stand 52. 

These vand other objects of'the invention will abet-ap 
parent trom the ensuing ‘description and ‘the appended 

~ claims. 
~One. term which ‘the invention vmay assume is .ex 

iempli?ed inathe tollowing description, andillustrated by 
way ‘of example in the .accompa-nyingidrawing, in-which 
the single ?gureis a diagrarrunat-ic.representationofrthe 

invention .as applied to actuate a 
controls --one of :Ithe ,pressures. 
the drawing the pressure control valve which, :in turn, 
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or pressure multiplying device comprises a gas-tight cham 
ber 10, and disposed within such chamber is..a ?exible 
diaphragm 11 and on one side thereof is provided a 
"bellows 12. The bellows ‘12 ‘divides ‘the space "to the 
left of the diaphragm into a central space or ‘chamber 13 
and an annular space 114, -.the11atter space being main 
tained under high vacuum. The diaphragm area exposed 

is designated as S1, and the 

opposite'diaphragm area 'asSz. 
An inlet duct 15 is provided, opening into the right 

hand chamber 16 of the device and inlet and outlet 
conduits .17 and 18, respectively, are provided ,for the 
central chamber 13 in the le'fthand portion ‘of ‘the de 
vice. The inlet duct 17 is provided with a convergent 
divergent or .choked section '19, having \a throat area 
33 and the .outlet duct is provided with a similar con 
vergent-divergent or choked section 2.0, havinga throat 
area S4, this .latter throat area being variable by .means 
of a needle valve .21 having .apointer 22 and, .associa-ted 
fthe'rewith, a scale '23, which may be calibrated .for _a 
"purpose explained hereinafter. .As also illustrated, -a 
rod or valve stem 36) .is secured 'at one end to thedia 
phragm 11 and at its other end to .a valve..3.1 disposed 
in va duct 3'2, which, for purposes of illustration, is ,indi 
cated as a fuel duct. . Y . 

In operation, the pressure control ‘device functions 
as follows: The gases which it is desired to control 
are admitted to the ducts 15 and .17 and, of .course, 
that admitted to the central chamber 13 through.the 
duct 17 is vented through the outlet duct '18. ' Gas 
entering through the duct 15 and 'having .a pressure it’, 
exerts upon the righthandside of diaphragm .113. iorce 
equal to P2><S2. The force exerted on the .lefthand 
side of the diaphragm'is-determined not onlyby the'QgaS 
‘pressure R1 and the diaphragm area S1, but ‘also by 
‘the ‘throat areas 5;; and S4 of the choked sections ‘19 
and "20. This .force may be regarded as the product .of 
‘an ‘e?ective pressure P3 in the chamber 13 and tthetal'ea 

i. 'e.,"P3'S1. 
, I have discovered that a simple, linear relation exists 
between'the effectivepressure R3 and ‘the variable throat 
area S4. ‘Such relation exists when the li-nlet and outlet 
vori?ces are choked, .and the entrant pressure 3115.511115 
‘cie'n'tly high ‘that sonic velocity 'is achieved in ‘the 
‘throatsi,[s] areas‘S3 and‘S4. This condition ta’fqsonicwe 
.‘l'ocity. ?ow at the throat ojan ori?ce is sometimesde?ned 
as a “choked” condition of the ori?ce. Derivation of 
‘this linear relation vfollows: 

The ‘following mass ?ow parameter for the flow .of 
a compressible ?uid through an ori?ce can 'be .derived 
"from the basic laws of ?uid mechanics: 

‘mt/TL 1 M 
(2) "ins "‘ R“ -y»—1 2* y+1 

. [1+ 2 M .; 215,4) 
vThe terms .used .in .this . equation have ».the atollowing 

meaning: - 

Ttztotal temperature process ?uid 
iPt-=total‘ pressure vof process nun 
S='thro'at area of the ori?ce 
'yr'ratio of‘sp'eci?c ‘heat‘at'constantj'pressure to speci?c 

heat ‘at ‘constant volume o'ftheprocessf?uid 
"R=gas constant 
‘M=='M‘ach number, i. ‘e. ratio of velocity of the :process 

?uid'to speed "of sound in'theprocess ?uid. 

Provided the pressure is sut?cientlyf:l1igh,dihe?Mach<num 
‘her vM at the throatof an ori?ce zefathe z-tlypeziliustrated 
in the drawing will?berequa-lwto '1. Further, the-quantities 
553R and T¢-may sbetregarded as-constants. "It thusifol 



lows from Equation 
can be simpli?ed as fol 

,(3) 

p where C is a constant. 

In the system described in the drawing, m1=m2. from Equation 3, 
i (4) 
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2 that the'mass ?ow parameter 
lows; 
i=3, PtS 

Hence, 

Inasmuch as S3 is constant and only 8,; is varied, this equation reduces 

' (5) 

It is thus apparent 

even further to the proportionality: 

3 15 
that, with a simple device such as 

illustrated in the drawing, and merely by manipulation 
of the needle valve 21, it is possible to vary the outlet 
ori?ce area 8,; and thereby vary the etfective pressure 
P3 in chamber 13. 
23, which is scanned It 1s also apparent that the scale 

by the pointer 22, 
calibrated so as to indicate different values of Pl/Pz. 

to maintain a dilTerent value of Pl/l’z. 
this device 'Will be r 
valve 21 may be op 

' a given v'alueof P1/P2, the apparatus 
matically to .control 
decrease ?ow of 

'21 may be actuated 
directly or indirectly 
A practical application of the device 
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Applications of 
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and when set at 

will function auto 
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and method of 
ribed in my co-pending application 
led October 11, 

eadily apparent. 
erated manually, 

30 the valve 31 
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2,641,105 dated June 9, 1953, entitled “Temperature 
Control System,” to 
complete details. 
scribed a system for 

which reference may be had for 40 
In the said application there is de 

controlling the turbine inlet tem 
perature of a turbojet engine, in which the fuel line 
is provided with a valve actuated by a ?exible diaphragm 

45 

50 a choked duct similar to the choked ducts I9 and 20 
described above. 

, needle valve whose 
expansive diaphragm 
temperature under consideration. 
Many other applications 

out departing from the 
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travel 
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lined in the appended claims. _ 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim 
and desire to secure by 

l. A pressure cont 
Letters Patent is: 
rol device comprising a chamber, 75 

20 

» in communication therewith 

4 
.l .a pressure responsive member disposed therein present 
mg opposite sides of areas S1 and 8;, means for intro 
ducing gas to one side ofv area St, means separate from 
said ?rst mentioned means and not in communication 
therewith for introducing gas to the other side of area 
S2, and means, for varying the e?ective gas pressure 
exerted on area S1, said [means comprising] ?rst men 
tioned means provided-with an inlet duct having a con 
vergent-divergent section, an outlet duct having a con 
vergent-divergent section, a gas source for supplying the 
gas to said inlet duct at a pressure su?icient to cause 
sonic velocity flow at the throat of both sections, and a 
valve operable to vary the throat area of one of said 
sections. 

2. A pressure control device comprising a chamber, 
a diaphragm disposed therein, a duct for admitting gas 
to one side of said diaphragm, and a gas inlet and a gas 
outlet each separate from said duct and not in communi 
cation therewith for admitting a gas to the opposite side 

and [a] another gas inlet 
and a gas outlet each separate from said duct and not 

for admitting a gas tojtheop~ 
posite side of said diaphragm and venting the gas there 
from, said inlet and outlet being each provided with 

side of the diaphragm [bellows] into a plurality of sub 
chambers, the means for supplying ?uid under pressure to 
one of said sub-chambers comprising a choked inlet and 

outlet. 

6. A pressure control device comprising a chamber, a 
pressure-responsive diaphragm mounted in said cham 
ber and dividing said chamber into a pair of sub-cham 
bers, means for supplying ?uid under pressure to one 
side of said diaphragm, means for limiting the effective 
pressure-responsive area of the other side of said dia 
phragm, said means including an annular bellows, means 
for admitting a compressible 
bellows including a choked inlet and means for permitting 
egress of ?uid from said bellows comprising a choked 
outlet, the pressure of said admitted ?uid being sa?icient 
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to achieve sonic velocity ?ow at the throat of both said 
inlet and outlet, and a valve for varying the effective area 
of said choked outlet, and valve means actuated by the 
movement of said bellows. 
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